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Abstract
In the past decade, eye tracking has emerged as a promis-
ing answer to the increasing needs of understanding surgi-
cal expertise. The implicit desire is to design an intelligent
user interface (IUI) to monitor and assess the competency
of surgical trainees. In this paper, for the first time in micro-
surgery, we explore the potential for a surgical automatic
skill assessment through a combination of machine learn-
ing techniques, computational modeling, and eye tracking.
We present primary findings from a random forest classifi-
cation method where we achieved about 70% recognition
rate for the detection of expert and novice group. This leads
us to a conclusion that prediction of the micro-surgeon per-
formance is possible, can be automated, and that the eye
movement data carry important information about the skills
of micro-surgeons.
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Introduction
In modern-day medical interventions, the surgical skill as-
sessment of trainees is central. At the end of a medical
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training program, the trainee will typically undergo a sub-
jective assessment. A mentor evaluates the trainee’s per-
formance to determine whether a certain objective was met.
As such, studies reported in the medical literature on health
care and training systems, focus on measurable qualita-
tive outcomes, such as respect for tissue, instrument han-
dling, and quality of the results [9]. Subjective assessment
systems have been validated in various clinical settings
and found to be the most effective techniques to date [9].
However, the main disadvantage of such an assessment
method is that it requires an experienced senior to observe
trainees directly, which makes it labor intensive. Moreover,
questions regarding how precisely a trainee’s knowledge
and skills are developed remain unanswered. To improve
the assessment techniques for the development of better
surgical training systems, other researchers, namely physi-
ologist and cognitive researchers focus on objective analy-
sis methods. Thus, they investigate the correlation between
medical evaluation scores and individual surgical skills.

Figure 1: In microsurgery the
surgeon uses a magnified view
with miniaturized instruments to
operate a caliber vessel in the
range of 1-2 mm in diameter under
a surgical microscope.

Figure 2: The actual experiment
design. Participants were asked to
cut and suture precisely along two
inner green lines in the left and
right side of central circle.

Eye tracking is considered as a tool that provides a behav-
ioral index of ongoing visual and cognitive processes. In
medicine, eye tracking has been used as early as the 1970s
to study visual search [8] and later to understand the na-
ture of expertise [2]. To date, researchers have used big
data analysis methods namely clustering, pattern recog-
nition, and machine learning to propose eye tracking as a
suitable objective metric for the automatic assessment of
ones level of expertise in medical domains. For example,
Richstone et al. [10] and Ahmidi et al. [1] introduced an
automated method for assessing surgical skill using eye
movement measures. Richstone et al. applied classification
methods, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and neural net-
work analysis (NNA), to group 21 surgeons into expert and
novice classes. In a simulated surgery, the system was able
to accurately distinguish novice and expert surgeons with

91.9% and 92.9% accuracy, respectively, using eye move-
ment metrics namely, blink rate, fixation rate, pupil size, and
vergence. The performance of the prediction system was
81.0% and 90.7% in the live surgery.

While there are numerous studies of visual attention pat-
terns in the context of image-guided surgery, namely la-
paroscopic surgery [5, 12], gaze patterns have not been
studied in any microsurgical OR. In microsurgery, the sur-
geon uses a microscope to magnify the view and oper-
ate on micro-anatomical structure with a size of 1-2 mm
(See Figure 1). As such microsurgery requires special psy-
chomotor and visuomotor skills. We believe gaze analysis
may provide the details of these skills in such a complex
task. Until now, it was not possible to record eye move-
ments in ocular-based setups; thus, there was a lack of
evidence of empirically demonstrated visual attention pat-
terns in this domain (e.g., Eivazi et al. [4] or Kübler et al. [6,
7] who studied gaze in microsurgery without the presence
of the microscope).

In this paper, we used the recent microscope eye tracker
developed by Eivazi [3] to record micro-neurosurgeon eye
movements when conducing a cutting and suturing task un-
der surgical microscope. We then applied a machine learn-
ing, random forest classification, technique to predict sur-
geons’ performance group. The goal is to evaluate, whether
the eye tracking data can be used to detect expertise level
for a purpose of proactive intelligent systems.

Method
To answer the question whether gaze data can be used to
classify and predict surgeons’ expertise level we used novel
eye tracker developed in Eivazi’s doctoral dissertation [3].
Moreover, we test on two datasets collected from the P(IV)
experiment by Eivazi [3]. The author had instructed a group



of surgeons to cut (first dataset) and suture (second date-
set) precisely along the lines drawn on the top of a latex
glove sheet (see Figure 2). Ten (eight male and two female)
neurosurgeons with varying years of training participated
in this experiment. We removed data from one participant
for the purpose of this study due to low quality gaze esti-
mation. Figure 3 shows participants’ expertise level. We
divided participants in two groups based on median years
of experience (four years).

Figure 3: The detailed description
of the participants.

Figure 4: Results from 1390
predicted data points using
scikit-learn random forest classifier
in the cutting task.We achieved
accuracy of 67% in average.

We analyzed gaze data using Matlab and Paython. Using
raw gaze data, exported from our eye tracker software, we
employed a velocity-based algorithm for fixation and sac-
cade identification [11]. The velocity threshold was set to
20 deg/sec, minimum fixation duration threshold was set to
100 ms, and maximum distance between two gaze points
was set to 20 pixels. Drawing on eye tracking literature, in
this study we computed position, duration, amplitude, aver-
age euclidean distance, and area covered by fixation and
saccade as feature vectors to be used for scikit-learn ran-
dom forest classifier.

Result

Figure 5: Results from 24768
predicted data points using
scikit-learn random forest classifier
in the cutting task.We achieved
accuracy of 69% in average.

In this paper we analyzed two datasets. Figure 4 shows the
recognition accuracy of 67% for the classifier in the cutting
task. In total we had 718 data vectors for experts and 672
for novices. The baseline performance was established
as a classification accuracy of a majority classifier. Given
the fact that more data belonged to the expert group, the
majority classifier would perform with accuracy of 52%.

Second, we investigate how well any given data vector in-
forms about the expertise group in the suturing task. Figure
5 shows the recognition accuracy of 69% for the classifier
in the cutting task. In total we had 12813 data vector for ex-
pert and 11955 for novices. The baseline performance was

established as a classification accuracy of a majority clas-
sifier. Given the fact that more data belonged to the expert
group, the majority classifier would perform with accuracy of
52%.

In summery both tables presents a similar recognition accu-
racy (about 70%) of predicting into which of the two groups
an arbitrary vector of data belongs. This accuracy might be
considered relatively low, however the baseline classifier
would achieve only 52%. The reason can be found in the
small sample size and low number of features that we used
in this study.

Discussion
For several decades now, researchers have demonstrated
the potential of eye tracking to provide reliable tools for au-
tomatic performance assessment. In this study with the
help of state-of-the-art surgical microscope eye tracker [3],
we extend this knowledge to microsurgery by apply gaze
for the assessment of surgeons in micro-neurosurgery. The
novel result presented here, in the domain of microsurgery,
shows that although the differences in individual and re-
lated eye-movement data are subtle and multidimensional,
they can be automatically recognized using a radnom for-
est classification, with about 70% accuracy. This leads us
to a conclusion that prediction of the micro-surgeon per-
formance is possible, can be automated, and that the eye
movement data carry important information about the skills
of micro-surgeons. While the accuracy of classifications
was not extremely great, we plan to take data type consid-
eration into account, by both increasing the sample size
and extending the features.

The future steps of this research include a development of
a real-time system that dynamically captures and classifies
surgeons performance based on eye-movement data. In



the domain of microsurgery this will enable us to build an
intelligent surgical microscope that closely follows the user
action and can proactively provide guidance, for example
for the purposes of learning.
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